
ALEXIS ALBRO.

“Creating a more healed
and less hurt world.”
ALEXIS ALBRO

I am the founder and CEO of Survivor Rising LLC, a survivor-centered

business that provides trauma-informed consulting, training, and

advocacy services. 

I am currently looking to connect with companies looking for an

upcoming event speaker and/or consultant for their DEI and

operations, that value thinking outside of the box and value a trauma-

informed workplace. 

I have over 8 years of experience in operations and over 2 years of

experience focused on trauma-informed spaces. I’ve coached and

worked with conferences, non-profits, entrepreneurs, law firms,

government agencies, manufacturing companies, individuals, law

enforcement, victims’ services, and more. I utilize my original

framework on the Cycle of Re-traumatization, to help others

understand and then build their own sustainable, human-informed

spaces.

Prior to Survivor Rising, I worked for a corporate manufacturing

company in supply chain and operations management. It was 

there that I began speaking on Trauma-Informed Workplaces 

and recognizing the widespread need for these

trauma-informed spaces.

Alexis Albro

LET’S CONNECT

albroalexis@gmail.com



Trauma-informed approaches are essential to
burnout prevention in the workplace, with this
package - you will have the opportunity to work
with Alexis Albro to cultivate healing and
productivity simultaneously. You will build trust
within your organization and stand out as an
organization that genuinely cares for employees
and clients. 

Develop the sustainable spaces you want,
that others will feel seen and heard in.

Includes up to 12 hours of active one-on-one
support, space-holding, trauma-informed
coaching, and/or integration calls
One-on-one strategy call/meeting with
stakeholders
“Trauma-Informed Considerations” Handout
Trauma-aware training (3-hour curriculum)
Sustainability guide & comprehensive audit

TRAUMA-INFORMED CONSULTING

My 5 step process gives you these key deliverables:

TOTAL COST: $4,250.00
50% UPFRONT - 50% before trauma-aware training
Initial meeting will be 1 hour and collects all
information for our strategy call

https://buy.stripe.com/fZe5l92OMem4eA0001

